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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, Porter and Williams [l] considered the following abstract 
version of the minimum effort control problem by function space methods. 
Let S be a bounded linear transformation between Banach spaces X and Z, 
respectively. With S onto 2 and 7 E 2 arbitrary, find (if one exists) a preimage 
of v  with minimum norm. It was shown that for this problem to have a 
unique solution it is necessary and sufficient that X be both reflexive and 
rotund. Furthermore, the solution was completely characterized in terms of 
a hyperplane. In Refs. [2, 31, several extensions and generalizations of the 
initial problem were also considered. 
In the present paper the following related problem is considered. Let 
X, Y, and Z be Banach spaces, T a bounded linear transformation from X 
into Y, and S a bounded linear transformation from X onto 2. Let Q C X 
be a closed convex body containing the origin in its interior. Also, let J(*, .) 
be a continuous convex functional defined on X x Y such that 
for all (x, y) E X X Y, 
as II 4 + IIY II - +m.l 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
Problem (P). With 5‘ E Y and 7 E int(S(Q)), the interior of the image of SJ 
under S, arbitrary, find an element (if one exists) u E Sz satisfying Su = v  
which minimizes J(u, 6 - Tu). 
Such an element will be called an optimal solution. Interesting and 
important cases may arise when the functional J and the constraint set Q 
are described in terms of norms, among which are the following: 
1 This assumption (1.3) may be removed if f2 is bounded. 
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Problem (PI). 
,~~$ 6 - Tu II subject to Su = 7 (0 < p < +a), 
Problem (Pa). 
,,$np {[lull” +I1 5- T~II~},subjecttoSu =71(1 <p < +a,0 <P < +a>- 
Our main objectives are to discuss existence and uniqueness of the solution 
and to characterize it in terms of a hyperplane. Problem (PJ has been studied 
by Porter [5] and Kirillova [6] when S = 0 and 71 = 0, while Problem (Pa) 
was considered by Porter and Williams [2] when p = 2 and p = + co. 
In the articles [l-3], a key role was played by the Minkowski functional 
associated with S( U,), the image of the unit ball under S, and by the Hahn- 
Banach produced hyperplane of support to a convex body at each of its 
boundary points. In this study we shall define the extended version of the 
Minkowski functional. This extended version and the supporting hyperplane 
are our principal tools for characterization of the solution. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper we shall restrict attention, without loss of generality, 
to real spaces. Let B be a real Banach space and B’ the conjugate of B. 
The unit ball and unit sphere of B will be denoted by Us and aUs , respec- 
tively. Let KC B be a convex set. For every 4 E B’ let the number (K, 4) 
be defined by 
and suppose that 4 attains its supremum (K, 4) on K at the vector x0 E K. 
We shall denote by [+ : K] the set of all such vectors and shall refer to 
it as an extremal of $ with respect to K. Especially, [4 : U,] will be denoted 
by d;, usually called an extremal of 4 ( see Refs. [l] or [4]). For convenience 
we shall identify a suitable element x E [$ : K] with the set [C : K] itself. 
It may be obvious from the context whether [$ : K] indicates a member 
or a set. Let B, x B, be a product Banach space equipped with the usual 
product topology. Let KC B, x B, be a convex set. Motivated by the 
above identification, we shall loosely set 
([A : Kl, MS : KI) & WI 3 4~) : Kl, (&,+a) E (4 x 4) = 4 x 4’. 
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In order to discuss uniqueness of the solution, the following concept 
is needed. A convex body K in B is called rotund (or strictly convex) if K 
contains no straight-line segments in its boundary. A Banach space B is 
called rotund if its unit ball is rotund. For each 4 E B’ and a convex body 
KC B, [+ : K] has at most one element if and only if K is rotund. Moreover, 
since reflexivity of B implies weak compactness of U, (see Ref. [7]), d; has 
exactly one element if B is reflexive and rotund. 
3. THE SOLUTION TO PROBLEM (P) 
To motivate what follows, let us first suppose that u0 is an optimal solution 
with J(uO , [ - Tu,) > 0. Then 
“0 L J(uo 3 E - Tuo) d J(u, E - Tu) for all u E Q n S-l(q), (3.1) 
sue = 7, (3.2) 
where S-r(q) denotes the set of all preimages of 7 for further study. Let 
us define the set J(N) by 
m = {(x, Y> I J(% Y> G 019 (x9 Y) E x x y>, 
and denote by al(a) the boundary of /(a). Clearly, for 01 > 0, J(a) is a 
closed convex body and aj(a) = {(x, y) / J(x, y) = cy, (x, y) E X x Y}. We 
consider the mapping T of X x Y to Y x Z defined by 
T : (u, y) -+ (2-u + y. Su). (u, y) E x x Y. 
It is then intuitively clear, from (3.1) and (3.2), that 
(5, rl) = (Tu,, + (E - Tu,), Sue) 
= T(u, , E - Tu,) E aT(l(ao) n (Q x Y)) n T(J(%) n (Q x Y)), 
where A x B denotes the rectangular set, i.e., A x B = {(a, b) / a E A, b E B}. 
We shall show this inference in Lemma 3.3 below. 
LEMMA 3.1. If  (5,~) E aT(J(u) n (Sz x Y)), with 7 E int(S(Q)), then 
Au, t - Tu) 2 01 for all u E Q n S-l(y). 
Proof. Suppose that for some u. E Q n S-l(?), J(uo , 6 - Tu,) < 01(# 0). 
By the assumption that v E int(S(Q)), th ere exists an element u E int(Q) which 
satisfies Szl = 7. Set Us = hz?i + (1 - X)24, . It then follows easily that for 
sufficiently small X > 0, uh E int(S2) satisfies Su, = 17 and J(u,+ , E - Tu,) < 01. 
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Hence by appealing again to the continuity of J, a neighborhood U x V 
of the origin in X x Y exists such that 
(@A , f - Tu,) + U x V> C J(a) n (Q x Y). (3.3) 
Operating on (3.3) with T and noting that T is an open mapping, we have 
(E, d E WT(Jb) n (Q x Y>>L w rc contradicts our hypothesis. h’ h 
COROLLARY. Problem (P) has a solutionfor each (t, 7) E aT( J(a) n (Q x Y)) 
if and only if T(J(ol) n (Q x Y)) is closed in Y x 2. 
Henceforth, we shall assume that X is a reflexive Banach space.2 The 
following lemma may justify this point. 
LEMMA 3.2. In order for Problem (P) to have a solution for every bounded 
linear transformation, convex continuous functional J, and closed convex body 52, 
it is necessary and su$icient that X be a reflexive Banach space. 
Proof. The necessity is shown in Ref. [4, Section 4.31. Hence we shall 
show the sufficiency. By the corollary to Lemma 3.1, it suffices to show that 
T( J(a) n (Q x Y)) is closed in Y x 2. Let ((un , yJ} C J(U) n (f2 x Y) be 
a sequence such that (6, ,7,J = T(u, , yn) converges to (& , Q,). Since, in 
view of (1.3), (un} is b ounded, and since in a reflexive Banach space every 
bounded sequence contains a weakly convergent subsequence, we may 
suppose that {un} itself converges weakly to u,, E X : u -% u,, . That 52 is 
closed, convex implies u,, E 9. Furthermore, by the weak continuity of T 
and S we have 
yn = 5, - Tu, -% &, - TuO = y0 E Y, (3.4) 
qn = su, w_ su, = r], . (3.5) 
Since J(a) is weakly closed, we get (un , y,J -2 (u,, , y,,) E J(a), which, 
combined with (3.4), (3.5), implies (& , Q) E T(J(ol) n (f2 x Y)). 
For each (4, v) E Y x int(S(Q)), we consider the set C(t, 7) defined by 
CC5 4 = {a I (6 7) E T(Jb) n P x Y>)>. 
Obviously C([, 7) is nonvoid. We then define 
PM-, 7); an) = in@ I 01 E W, 41. 
LEMMA 3.3. With % dejked by CL+, = p((f, 7); Q) and q, > 0, then 
(6 4 E @(JW n (Q x 0 n T(J(4 n (Q x 9. 
2 This assumption can be modified as in Ref. [4, Section 4.31. 
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Proof. Let ((un , y,J} and a monotone decreasing sequence (cY~}, with 
OL, 1%) be such that 
(6 7) = ml7 ,Y,)> (h , m) E I(4 n P x Y) (n = 1, 2,...). 
Then, arguing just as in the proof of the previous lemma, we see that there 
exists a subsequence {(Us , yk)) w ic h h converges weakly to (~a , y,,) E Q x Y, 
so that (.$, 7) = T(us , ys). Since a convex continuous functional J is weakly 
lower semicontinuous, we have 
Thus, (5, ?I) E T(J(%,) n (-Q x 0. To see (6 7) E a%R(ol,) n (Q x Y)), 
suppose that (5,~) $ aT(J(q) n (Q x Y)). T(]((Y,,) n (Q x Y)) being a 
closed convex body, there exists a neighborhood W of the origin in Y x Z 
such that ((t, 7) + W} C T(J(%) n (Q x Y)). Since for sufficiently small 
h > 0, A([, 7) E W, it follows that 
which contradicts the definition of coo . 
We now state the main result in this section. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X be a rejexive Banach space. Then there exists 
a solution of (P). I f  ~((5, 7); L?) > 0, then the necessary condition for uO to be 
optimal is that u. take the following form: 
u. = [T’+, + S’+, : Jbo> n (Q x Y)l: (34 
where a0 (= ~((5~7); Q)) and (A T $2) f  o norm one satisfy any of the following 
equivalent conditions: 
(1) ((5,7), (A , W b <WhJ n P x Y)), (Cl 742Dj 
((9 7) E Who) n P x YN; 
(2) f - W’% + S+, : J(4 n (Q x 91 = [A : J(4 n C-Q x W 
S[T’$, + S4, : .ho) n (Q x Y)l = 7; 
(3) max(b,,rl,f.u(,,,,.{(5, A> + (7, Icr2> 
+ minUpR minrpy (J@,Y) - <u, TY, + S#,> - (Y, A))) 
= K6, dl> + (79 42) 
+ min,,, m&y (J(u,Y) - (u, T’+, + S’+d - (Y,+I>)) = ~0 . 
3 T’ denotes the conjugate of T. 
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Conversely, suppose that {cY,, , (& , &)} sutzs es an 0 con 2 zons (l-3). Then ‘Ji y  f  dt’ 
the suitable version u,, = [T’c$, + SC/, : J(aJ n (LJ x Y)] is optimal. More- 
over, ; f  J(aJ n (Q x Y) is rotund, the solution is unique. 
Proof. We first show the necessity. Let u0 be an optimal solution. Then 
by the preceding lemmas we have J(u,, , g - Tu,) = p(([, 7); J?) & CX,, , 
Su, = 7, and ([, 7) E aT(J(,) n (f2 x Y)). Since T(](cx,,) n (Q x Y)) is a 
convex body, there exists a hyperplane ($r ,&) # 0 which supports 
R&b) n (Q x Y>> at Cc+, 7): 
On the other hand, we have 
Hence combining (3.7) with (3.8) yields 
(u, ,4 - %J = WY, + 0, ,4d : JW n P x VI (3.9 
52 ([WI + W, : JM n (Q x VI, MI : J(4 n @ x YII), 
from which Eq. (3.6) and (2) follow. To see (3), note that 
(E, 4 E m%) n P x Y>) 
implies and is implied by 
<(& d, (~4~ 9W G CJh) n @ x Y>, (T’h + S% p h)> 
for all (#r , $s) E Y’ X Z’, (3.10) 
where equality holds if and only if (h , $J (f 0) supports T(J(%) n (52 x Y)) 
at (I, 7). Now by the Kuhn-Tucker Theorem in a locally convex linear 
topological space [8] we have, in view of (1.2), 
for some X > 0. Substituting (3.11) into (3.10), dividing by h both sides 
of the resulting equation, and setting ]/(#r , #JX 11 = 1 for normalization, 
we obtain (3). 
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To show the converse part, note that conditions (l-3) are equivalent to one 
another, as will be seen by following the above argument in reverse order. 
Hence, if ia0 , (41 , d& sa 1s t’ fi es any of conditions (l-3), we see that in any 
case, (5, rl) E aT(J(%) n (Q x Y)) and (& , $J suppofis T(J(ol,) n (Q x Y)) 
at (5,~). Let (uO , y,,) E J(N,,) n (Sz >: Y) be any preimage of ([, 7). It then 
follows from (3.9) and Lemma 3.1 that u0 E [T’$, + S’+, : /(aO) n (Q x Y)] 
is an optimal solution. Finally, it remains to prove the last assertion. This 
is easily done as follows. Let u1 , u2 E Sz be two solutions and (& , &) # 0 
a hyperplane of support to T(J(a,,) n (Q x Y)) at ([, 7). In view of (3.7), 
we have 
<(% , t - w.), CT’+, + 94, > $1)) 
2 <Jb,> n (Q x 9 (T%, + SY, A)), i = 1,2. (3.12) 
Equation (3.12) tells us that (T’+, + S’+, , &) # 0 supports J(a,) n (~2 x Y) 
at (ul , 6 - Tu,) and at (u2, 6 - Tu,) as well. By rotundity of J(uJ n (52 x Y), 
this implies (ul, 6 - Tu,) = (z+, , .$ - Z&J. C onsequently, the solution is unique. 
Remark. The simplest problem in the calculus of variations is that of 
finding, in a class of arcs 
x(t) (to < t < 4) 
joining two fixed points x(to) = x0 and x(tl) = x1 , one which minimizes an 
integral of the form 
J@, 4 = @W, x(t), t) dt (R(t) = dx(t)/dt). 
Problem (P) may be interpreted as the function space version of this problem, 
if we set 
t1 
u(t) = z?(t), 6x4 = x0 , 17 = x1 - x0 > su = J’ 44 4 tcl 
(Tu)(t) = -11, u(s) ds (to < t < t1). 
Suppose that the solution u0 lies in the interior of Q and J(u,Y) is FrCchet 
differentiable. It then follows from Proposition 3.1 that 
41 = V,J(uo , t - Tuoh4 (3.13) 
T’V,J(uo ,t - Tu,,) + 8’4, = V,J(u, , f  - Tq,), (3.14) 
Jh 5 - Tuo) - J(uo , E - Tu,) - <u - u,, > vuJ(uo , t - Tuo)) 3 0 
for all u E 52. (3.15) 
4 VJ and V,J denote the gradients of J(u, y) with respect to u and y, respectively. 
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Equations (3.14) and (3.15) are the versions of the Euler equation and of the 
Weierstrass condition, respectively. 
4. MINIMIZATION PROBLEMS WITH NORM CRITERIA 
In the previous section, a function space minimum cost control problem 
with convex functional criteria was considered. If the functional J and the 
constraint set Sz are specified in terms of norms, more explicit characterization 
of the solution is possible. We shall now treat these cases below. 
4.1. The solution to Problem (Pr) 
As an important special case of Problem (P), we set 
J(~,t-T~)=ll5-T~II, Q=~4II~I/~p,~~X) (O<p<+~). 
We shall make the following definition. 
DEFINITION. We shall say that the pair (6, v), with 77 E int(S(Q)), is 
normal if 
holds. 
Note that if the mapping s : u -+ (Tu, SU) has dense range and if 
~((5, 7); J2) is positive, then the pair ([, r)), with 71 E int(S(Q)), is normal. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a rejlexive Banach space, T an into mapping, and 
S an onto mapping. Then Problem (Pr) has a solution. Suppose that the pair 
(f, 1) is normal. In this case, u,, E apU, is optimal if and only if 
uo = PT'A + S'$, > (4.1) 
where (c$~ , &) of norm one may be determined by either of the following: 
Moreover, if X is rotund, the solution is unique. 
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Proof. Let us first note that a hyperplane (+i , +a) with $r # 0 supports 
T(pUx x aoUy> at (4,y): 
<(5,rl), c$l > hz)> b CPU, 9 T’+, + s&s> + <ol,U, > $1) 
= P II T’+, + S’+, II + 010 II $1 I!) (4.5) 
where 01~ = p(([, q); Q). In fact, suppose contrarily that $r - 0. Then 
+a # 0 and by (4.5) we have 
(7, A?> 2 P II S’$z II? 
which contradicts the assumption 71 E int(S(Q)). We shall next show that 
if (.$, 7) is a normal pair, then T’& + A”+, f 0, whence u,, E apU, . If 
T’$, + S’$, = 0 is true, then by (4.5) we have, for all u E S-l(7), 
Ct, Cl> + (7, $2) = (8 - Tu + Tu, $1) + <Su, $2) 
= (5 - Tu, 41) 3 010 II $1 Il. 
Hence 
II 5 - Tu II II 41 II 3 <E - Tu, $1) 2 010 II 41 II for all u E S-l(7j), 
which, by normality of the pair (6, v), is impossible. Now by virtue of 
Proposition 3.1 the proof of this theorem may be completed if it is shown 
that the solution is unique under the hypothesis in the theorem. Let u,, be 
any solution of (Pr). Then in view of (4.5) we have 
Go , T’+, + S#d = p II T’+, + S+, I/ = (pli, , T’+, + S’h), (4.6) 
(5- Tuo,+,) = ~oll4li = (“oU,,+d (4.7) 
Equation (4.6) shows that if (Qsr , 4s) supports T(pUX x aroUy) at (f, q), then 
T’$l + f$z(s: 0) necessarily defines the supporting hyperplane of pUx at u. . 
Hence if X is rotund, then u0 = pT’$, + S’+, is unique. 
Remark 1. It is interesting to observe that Eq. (4.3) coincides with the 
formal differential of the dual problem (4.4). 
Remark 2. Equation (4.2) can be replaced by 
This follows from the fact that 
holds for all (bl , +s) satisfying pT(T’+, + S’C$,) = q. 
409/36!1-6 
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COROLLARY. Suppose that (5,~) is a normal pair. Then the unique solution 
of the Hilbert space version of Problem (PJ is given by 
u. = (AI + T*T)-l T*[ - (AI + T*T)-l S*{S(AI + T*T)-l S*}-1 
x {S(AI + T*T)-l T*t - ,/1>,5 
where X is a constant uniquely determined by (1 u6 (1 = p. 
Proof. In a Hilbert space the extremal of x takes the form K = ~$1 x/I. 
Hence by (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) we have 
Here we put 
*o = p(T*A’ + S*A,‘), (4.1’) 
pT(T*$,’ + S*4,‘) + 4,’ = 5, (4.2’) 
pS(T*A’ + S*+,‘> = rl. (4.3‘) 
VI’, A’> = ($1, Mll T*A + S*+, II and a = II T*h + S*v$ II ~((5, 7); Q). 
Operate on (4.2’) with T* and solve for T*$,’ to obtain 
T”+,’ = (OJ + T*T)-l (T*[ - PT*TS*$,‘). W) 
By substituting (4.9) into (4.3’) and making use of the relation 
SS* - pS(o11+ T*T)-l T*TS* = S(ar(& + pT*T)-l}S*, 
#a’ is found, 
&’ = (cY~)-’ {S(cJ + T*T)-l S*}-l {rl - S(otI + pT*T)-l T*& (4.10) 
where {S(cJ + pT*T)-l S*}-l exists and defines a continuous linear operator, 
as will be seen easily. This corollary follows from (4.17, (4.9), and (4.10). 
4.2. The Solution for Problem (Pa) 
Another interesting case follows if we specify 
.l(u, 5 - W = I/ u Ilp + II 4 - Tu II* (1 CP < +cfJ), 
~=~~ll/~// <P9UE-v (O<P<S~), 
where we have made the obvious convention for p = $00. Consider a 
product Banach space X x Y equipped with the norm 
Il(% YN = (II 24 IIP + II Y IIPPP, UEX,YEY (1 <p < +co). 
5 T* denotes the adjoint of T. 
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We then observe that for each (u, y) E X x Y and (4, ,+%) E X’ x Y’, 
I((% Y>, (?G 3 $2)>1 = I<% 41) + (Y7 +2>i 
< (II 24 IV + IlY llPYP (II $1 Iln + II 42 llsyg, 
from which the extremal of (& , &J E X’ x Y’, if one exists, takes the form 
($1 9 $2) = ({(II41 II* + lldz Ila)-l’g II 41 llP% i(ll41 II@ + II $2 llg)-1’9 II c, llIq-1$2)> 
(4.11) 
where l/p + l/q = 1 (see Refs. [l] or [4]). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let X be a rejexive Banach space, T an into mapping, 
and S an onto mapping. Then there exists an element u E pU, satisfying Su = 7 
which minimizes II u I\* + I/ 5 - TEL ]I* (1 < p < +a). In order for uO to be 
optimal, it is necessary and sufficient that uO be of the form 
i 
((5,&> + (7, A>) II T’#, + S’4, II’-’ T,4, + s,+, ifpo < p, t4.12j 
240 = 
1 
II T’4, + S’+, IP + II $1 IP 
PT'A + S'$z if po > p. (4.13) 
The functional (Cl , &) of norm one may be computed by either of the following: 
E - ~1W’h-t S’+,> = /& , 
PlS(T’A + S’$,> = 17 
E - PTV'A + S'AJ = c1dk 
PW'A + S'b> = rl 
if PO G P7 
if PO > P7 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
! 
<t, $1) + (7, $2) 
~d-%=l (II T’$, + St+, Ilq + II 41 /Iq)l’q if p. < P, (4.16) 
max 
I 
e,+1> + <%+2) -P II T’+, + W2ll[ * 
Il(d,(#0),~,)ll=1 II 41 II ) zf PO > P9 (4.17) 
where 
PI = (<E, 41) + (7, A>) II T’A + S& II”-‘/(II T’& + flh Iin + II $1 114), 
~2 = ((5,+1> + (7, $2)) II 4, II”-“/(II T’$, + S’$, Ilq + II $1 II”), 
~3 = (G,v4> + (7, A4 - P II T’h + S’$, IIM 41 II, 
and p. is the norm of the solution for p = +co. Moreover, if X is rotund, 
the solution is unique. 
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Proof. Let us note that for u1 , ua E X and 0 < h < 1, 
IU - 4 u1 + Au2 IIP < ((1 - 4 II % II + h II f42 II>” 
< (1 - 4 II % IP + x II 112 /I99 (4.18) 
whereequalityholdsifandonlyif~~u,~~=~~u2~~and(1-~)~~~,~~+h)~u2~~= 
ll(1 - 4 ~1 + Au2 II. Th us, if ur and u2 are distinct solutions for p = +CD, 
then I/ ur /I = II ~1~ 11, and hence p,, = I/ ZQ II = II ~(s II is uniquely determined. 
Furthermore, we notice from (4.18) that rotundity of Xguarantees uniqueness 
of the solution for Problem (P2) (see Ref. [4, Section 4.21 concerning the 
equivalent properties for rotundity). This proves the last statement. To 
complete the proof it suffices to show that the solution of (Ps) is given by 
(4.12) or (4.13) in accordance with p,, ,< p or p,, > p. Now if p,, < p, the 
result follows easily from Proposition 3.1 and Eq. (4.11). Hence suppose that 
ps > p. We observe then that, by p,, > p, 
whence ~((5, 7); pur) > P((c!, 7); X), and so 
(5, q) E int{T[p((t, 7); PU~)UX~YI) = W-N$G~ 77); PUNXXYII~ 
But obviously we have 
We thus see that (5,~) E T(apU, x a{(~(((, 7); pU,) - p”)ll”Uy>). The 
rest of the argument may be carried out just as in the proof of the previous 
theorem. 
Remark. If p. > p holds, then (6,~) is necessarily a normal pair. To 
see this, let ii be a solution of (P2) for p = +co. It then follows that 
,n$io {II u Ilp + II 5 - Tu II”> = P’ + ,,$z~ II f - TZJ IF’ 
Slb=r) Str=Vl 
Hence 
> ,g~$Jl u IP + II 5 - Tu II”> 
= II all” + /I 5 - T@IP. 
,/$A!~ (II 8 - Tu II”} - II f - TislP >, po’ - pi > 0. 
su=q 
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COROLLARY. The unique solution of the Hilbert space version of Problem (P2) 
is given by 
(I + T*T)-lT*t - (I + T*T)-U*{S(I + T*T)-lS*}-l 
% = 
x {S(I + T*T)-lT*t - 7} 
(Al + T*T)-lT*t - (XI + T*T)-‘S*(S(AI’+ ?*:)‘k*)-’ 
x {S(hI + T*T)-lT*[ - 7) if PO > P, 
where p. is the norm of the solution for p = +co, and h is a constant uniquely 
determined by /j u. // = p. 
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